
The SAP® Payroll of Tomorrow, Today

Accelerator for Payroll Control Center

• Best-practice Payroll processes enable effective work distribution
• Pre-packaged validation rules and KPIs improve efficiency
• Flexible framework accommodates custom validation rules
• Rapid installation and deployment
• Global design with scalable deployment options



Revolutionize the Payroll process as you know it. 

The SAP® Payroll process has traditionally been batch-

processing based, time consuming, labor intensive, and prone 

to errors discovered right at the processing deadline.

With the introduction of the SAP Payroll Control Center (PCC) 

and the advent of the EPI-USE Accelerator for PCC, the future 

of Payroll processing is revolutionized.

 

The PCC is available for On-Premise Payroll and Employee 

Central Payroll solutions and provides a framework for:

• End-to-end processing of Payroll from a single screen

• Continuous (test-mode) Payroll processing

Validation Rules
These validation rules are packaged to help Payroll supervisors 

and administrators address their specific business needs 

immediately.

 Payroll Data Correctness – Pro-active data checks  

 to reduce Payroll errors and streamline processing.

 Payroll Calculations – Calculation validations to  

 improve the accuracy of Payroll.

 Payroll Completeness – Process validations to  

 ensure the complete and consistent execution of  

 Payroll, every period.

 Fraud Prevention – Process and data checks to  

 identify potential fraudulent activities.

 Tax Checks – Data and calculation validations  

 ranging from identifying missing tax authorities, to 

 mismatches between tax wages and taxes, to tax  

 limits, and more.

 Bank Payments – Process validations to ensure that 

 payments will be made to employees before files  

 are sent to the bank or checks are printed.

 Company Liability – Process and data checks to  

 indicate areas where company liabilities may exist.

 System Health – A pro-active audit that identifies  

 inconsistent configuration, which can significantly  

 impact the accuracy and performance of Payroll.

These validation rules are parameter-driven and can be 

adjusted (in easily-maintainable tables) according to a client’s 

specific needs.

About EPI-USE
EPI-USE is a global organization that provides state-of- 

the-art solutions and services to enhance, streamline and 

optimize your SAP®, SuccessFactors® and related software 

environment.

For more information on how our products and services 

can help optimze your business processes to achieve better 

return on investment, contact us at:

sales@us.epiuse.com | 1-877-403-6326

Payroll Control Center

• Real-time exception monitoring

• Guided update of master data based on warning or error  

         messages

• Automatic rerun of Payroll after corrections

• Integrated analytics

• Optimized administration and task distribution

EPI-USE Accelerator for PCC
The EPI-USE Accelerator for PCC delivers a scalable solution 

for single- or multi-country deployments and includes the 

following components:

• Best practice Payroll processes – ranging from pre-

Payroll activities to post-Payroll steps.

• More than 100 pre-built and tested validation rules.

• More than 30 key performance indicators, including 

number of employees processed, number of retroactive 

calculations, and more.

• Pre-developed training material to accelerate learning 

and adoption.

• Table driven set-up for parameters.


